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Abstract 
 
The minimal repair replacement policy is investigated with the preventive maintenance services in the warranty 
period using failure times and warranty servicing times. For such purposes, we develop the renewing free 
replacement-repair warranty and the renewing pro rata replacement-repair warranty. Then the maintenance model 
considering the preventive maintenance in the warranty period is discussed from the manufacturer’s perspective. As 
the criterion to determine the optimal maintenance strategy, we formulate the expected cost rate per unit time. Under 
the warranty, the replacement service is considered as well as the repair service for a failed product when warranty 
service and the preventive maintenance service are scheduled for system’s quality and reliability during the warranty 
period. Given the maintenance cost structures within the warranty period, the optimal maintenance cycle is 
determined before the expiration of the warranty policy. The main goal of this paper is to determine the optimal 
length of warranty period from the manufacturer’s perspective when the renewable two dimensional warranty is 
offered for the system at its sale. The real application is implemented using the proposed approach by field data. 
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